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Let (0) be the Schwartz space of inikitely differentiable scalar functions, ‘p, 
on the real line with compact supports, u(v), and (Q, Z, P) be a fixed complete 
probability space. Let X : (0) + E’(sd, C, P), with 1 < p < co, be a generalized 
random process, i.e., a continuous linear transformation, T = (-co, t), and 
fir = u(X((p) : u(cp) C T), the o-field generated by the random variables. Let 
{+,3& C (0) be such that o(qt) @ T, i > 1. Then relative to thep-th moment of the 
error as the criterion of optimality, there exists a weak generalized random process 
(i.e., a closed linear transformation) Y : Q(Y) + Lp(O, /3r, P), where 9(Y) is 
dense in (D), such that II Y(+i) - X(+,311, is a minimum for each i > 1. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let (0) be the Schwartz space of Snitely differentiable scalar functions 
q~, on the real line with compact supports a(q), and (Q, Z, P) be a tied 
complete probability space. Let X : (0) 4 LP(Q Z, P), with 1 <p < 00, be 
a generalized random process (g.r.p.), i.e., a continuous linear transformation, 
T = (-co, t), and p, = c@(q) : o(v) C T), the u-field generated by the 
random variables. Let {+5+}~~I C (0) be such that u(k) Q T, i 2 1. Then the 
nonlinear prediction problem is: relative to the p-th moment of the error as 
the criterion of optimality, it is desired to f%rd a weak generalized random 
process (i.e., a closed linear transformation) Y : g(Y) + LP@, j3, , P), 
where g(Y) is dense in (D), such that II Y(&) - X(+&, is a minimum for 
each i 2 1. 
The solution to the above problem is given in this paper. An approximation 
theorem is proved. These results generalize some of the results of Rao [8]. 
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In this section, a reformulation and generalization of some known results 
of Sidak [I l] will be stated without proof. 
Let (II), (f2,Z, P), X, T and p, be as above, and let 
Since (D) is not metrizable, even though it is separable, it is not obvious that 
S, is also separable, because separability is not hereditary in arbitrary 
topological spaces. For a counterexample, see [7, p. 841. However, in the 
present case, one has the following 
LEMMA 1.1. There exists a countable dense subset, 9, of (D) such that 
.F n s, = s, . 
Let 9 = {vi}?=1 denote the countable dense subset of(D) given in Lemma 
1.1, and let BY denote the u-field generated by {X(& : yi E St>, then one can 
consider X as a map from (D) into Lp(Q, flF , P). Henceforth, Lp(Q, p5 , P) 
will be denoted by Lp(Q, Z, P) if no confusion arises. S, is closed and 
separable by Lemma 1.1; in fact 
FT = 3 n ST = (vlT, vzT ,..., vnr ,... } 
is dense in S, , and /3T = u(X($) : i = 1, 2 ,..., n ,... ). Let 
Al = uw(Y,T), ~(P)2T)Y.9 a%‘)). 
All u-fields below are completed relative to P and ‘ = ’ and ‘ C ’ etc. hold a.e. 
LEMMA 1.2. /I, = u(U~=~ ,k$J. 
DEFINITION 1.1 [8]. Let JY C LP(Q, Z, P) be a closed linear submanifold. 
J%! is said to be a measurable subspace, if there exists a unique (necessarily so, 
since (Q, Z, P) is complete) u-field ZI C Z such that &’ = I?‘@, Zr , P), i.e., 
JY is the set of all &-measurable functions in L”(Q, Z, P), or equal a.e. to one 
which is. 
The following two results are trivial extensions of Sidak’s [l 11. 
LEMMA 1.3. The correspondence between sub a-jelds G C X and measurable 
subspaces LP(Q, G, P) is 1 - 1 (1 < p < CO). 
LEMMA 1.4. Let {G$ , i E Z} be sub a-$elds of Z. 
(a) If Gi C Gj , then L”(Q, Gi , P) C Lp(Q, Gj , P). 
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(b) To every ni., Gi , there corresponds a niel Lp(Q, Gi , P). 
(c) TO every u(Uiet Gi), there corresponds a o(Ui.1 Lp@, Gi , P)), the 
smallest measurable subspace containing Uicl LP(sZ, Gi , P). 
2. COMPLEMENTS TO A THEOREM OF MURRAY AND MACKEY 
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 2.1 below, which improves 
upon a theorem of [6], and furthermore it is used crucially in Sections 3 and 4 
in showing the existence of a best predictor as a weak generalized random 
process. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let LP(Q, Z, P) be the Lebesgue space, A! = LP(Q, p, P) 
a measurable subspace, and X0 E Lp(Q, Z, P). Then a projection (linear and 
idempotent) operator, Ps : LP(Q, Z, P) -+ A’ is termed a prediction operator 
of X0 relative to /I provided the following condition (C) holds: 
(C) There exists a Y, E A! such that II X0 - Y,, /I9 < // X,, - Y /I9 for all 
YE A‘ implies X0 is in 9(Pe), the domain of Ps , and P,(X,,) = Y, . (Ps was 
called a ‘closed conditional expectation’ in [9]). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let LP(Q, Z, P) 1 < p < 00 be a separable space and 
A = LP(Q, pr- , P). Let & and 3” be twojxed but arbitrary countable dense 
subsets of LB&‘, Z, P) and (LP(Q, Z, P))‘, respectively. Zf {~d}~~l C (0) are 
such that (~($5~) Q T, for every i 2 1, then there exists a countable dense subset 
6’ of Lp(Q, Z, P) depending on {&}& , and a prediction operator PST with 
domain A dense in Lp(Q, Z, P) such that 
(a) A = A? @ .N, where (A, -4’) is a pair of quasi-complements (i.e., 
A! n N = (0) and the closed subspaces A’ and JV are such that JZ @ JV is 
dense in Lp(Q, 2, P)). 
(b) A I) b. 
(c) PBr : A + k’ 
(d) PBTX(qi) is the best nonlinear predictor for X(+J in .A? simul- 
taneously for i = 1, 2 ,..., n ,... . 
Furthermore, there exists a closed linear operator, Pi,, with domain A’ 
dense in (Lp(Q, C, P))‘, the topological dual, such that 
(a*) A’ = &I’ @ Jlr’, where (A’, .N’) is a pair of quasi-complements. 
(b*) A’ 3 27, a countable dense subset of (LP(Q, Z, P))‘. 
(c*) P;, : A’ + M’. 
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(d*) For euery fi' E W, P&(fi') is the element in N’ closest to fir, i.e., 
Pi, is also a prediction operator. Moreover, Pi, is the proper adjoint of P8, . 
In order to prove this theorem, it is necessary now to recall some definitions 
and facts from the theory of locally convex spaces [4, 5, lo]. In the following 
discussion, if A, B are subspaces of P(9, LY, P), then A @ B denotes the 
smallest subspace of L.p(Q, z, P) containing both A and B with A n B = (0). 
Remark 2.1. If the linearity, of POT and Pi, ) is not demanded, then the 
result, in the present case, follows very simply even with d = Lp(Q, .A’, P) 
and d’ = (Lfl(L?,LY, P))‘. But the linearity will be needed for the main 
problem of this paper. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A pairing is an ordered pair (Z, L) of linear spaces Z 
and L over the same scalar field together with a fixed bilinear functional on 
their product Z x L. 
The usual inner product notation (* , 0) will be used to denote the bilinear 
functional. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A pairing is called a duality if the bilinear functional 
satisfies the separation axioms: 
(a) (x0 , y> = 0 for all y E L implies x0 = 0. 
(b) (x, yO) = 0 for all x E Z implies y,, = 0. 
If Z is a locally convex space, and Z* its algebraic dual, then (Z, Z*) is a 
duality where the bilinear functional is given by (x, x*:i + x*(x). If Z’ denote 
the topological dual, then (Z, Z*> induces a duality (Z, Z’) on the subspace 
z x Z’ofZ X z*. 
If (Z, L) is a duality, then let o(Z, L) denote the coarest locally convex 
(IX.) topology on Z for which the linear functionals x--j (x, y), y E L are 
continuous. o(Z, L) is called the weak topology on Z relative to the duality 
(Z, L). Clearly the topological dual of (Z, o(Z, L)) is L. In like manner, one 
can consider u(L, Z) on L. Now let Y be the family of all o(L, Z)-bounded 
subsets of L. Then the corresponding Y-topology (i.e., the topology of 
uniform convergence on the sets in Y [lo, p. 791) on Z, denoted by /3(Z, L), 
is called the strong topology on Z relative to the duality (Z, L). 
A l.c. topology t on Z is said to be consistent with the duality (Z, L), if 
(Z,)’ = L. Thus o(Z, L) is the weakest l.c. topology consistent with the 
duality; but in general /3(Z, L) is not consistent with the duality. 
In the sequel, if 2 is a l.c. space, then Z, will denote the linear space Z 
equipped with the topology o(Z, Z’), and Z, the linear space Z equipped with 
the strong topology /3(Z, Z’). 
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If 2, , Z, are two l.c. spaces, then a linear transformation I : Z, --+ Z, is 
said to be weakly continuous if it is (o(Z, , Z,‘), a(Z, , Z,‘))-continuous, and 
strongly continuous if it is (p(Z1 , Z,‘), /?(Zz , Z,‘))-continuous. 
A l.c. space Z is said to be reflexive if (Zs’)s’ = Z. For instance, (D) is 
reflexive [lo, Example 4, p. 1471, and Lp(&?, z, P), 1 <p < co are reflexive. 
Let (Z, L? be a duality. For any subset A4 C Z, the subset 
MO= {yEL: I(x,y)[ < 1,XEMj 
of L is called the polar of M. If A4 c Z is a linear submanifold, then 
1(x, y>i < 1 for all x E M implies (x, y> = 0 for all x E M, hence MO con- 
sists of those elements of L that vanish on A4 and so is the linear submanifold 
of L orthogonal to M. Analogously, (MO)O = Moo is the polar of MO, called 
the bipolar of M. 
The following lemma holds true even if Ml, M2 are just subsets of Z. 
However, since only the linear submanifolds will be of interest here, it will be 
stated and proved in the present form. For the more general case. see [lo, 
pp. 125, 1261. 
LEMMA 2.1. If MI C MS , where MI , Mz are linear submanifolds of Z, 
then 
(a) MS0 C MI0 
04 Ml C fl 
(c) MI = MT if and only if MI = K” for some linear submanifold 
KC L. 
Proof. (a) If 1 E Mzo, then L(y) = 0 for all y E M2 . This implies that 
L(y) = 0 for all y E MI , and hence I E MIo. 
(b) If x E MI , then Z(x) = 0 for every I E MIo. Consequently, x E My- 
(c) Since Mm = (@)O C MIo, and My = (MIo)Oo 2 MI0 follow 
from (b), hence MI0 = My. Th us if MI = K” for some K C L, then 
K” = KIW implies that MI = My. Conversely, if MI = I@“, then simply 
take K = MI0 C L. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (Z, L) be a duality, and M C Z a linear submanifold. 
Then M = Moo ifand only if M is u(Z, L)-closed. 
Proof. If M is o(Z, L)-closed, then by the Bipolar theorem [lo, p. 1261 
one has M = Mm. Conversely, if M = Mm, then by the same theorem just 
quoted, M is a(Z, L)-closed. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.2. The operation ‘0’ of taking polar sets up a 1 - 1 inclusion 
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inverting correspondence between the u(Z, L)-closed linear submanifolds 
and the a(L, Z)-closed linear submanifolds. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (Z, Lj be a duality such that Z and L are X,-dimensional, 
i.e., haoe K, independent generators. Then if M is any o(Z, L)-closed linear 
submanifold, there exists a second o(Z, L)-closed linear submanifoId N such 
thatMe N = ZandMO@ No = L. 
Proof. For proof of this lemma, see [5, Lemma 1, pp. 322-3231. Consider 
now the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let L”(Q, z, P) be the given separable space with 
1 <p < co, and A = P(Q, j3=, P). Since (Lp(Q, z, P))’ is total for 
Lp(l2, z, P) and if 3’ is a countable dense subset of (Lp(Q, z, P))‘, then 3’ is 
also total for Lp(J2, 2, P). 
Since A is closed, and Lp(Q, z, P) is separable, then L~(Q, 2, P)/& is also 
separable. Hence there exists a countable total set A?’ in (Lp(Q, Z: P&S’)‘. 
Now every member F’ in (Lp(sZ, E, P)/.AQ’ has associated with it in the 
following manner a memberf’ in (Lp(Q, 2, P))’ which vanishes throughout 
.kT. 
f’(x) = F’(x + Af), for every x E Lp(Q, ,E, P). 
Therefore, corresponding to %‘, there is a countable but not necessarily 
total subset %I’ of (Lp(Q ,J?, P))‘. Note that each f’ E 9,’ vanishes on A! 
only. For, if x E A such that f’(x) = 0, then the corresponding F’ in 
(L”(Q, 2, P)/Af)’ would be such that F’(x + JI) = f’(x) = 0, i.e., this 
implies that x + A’%‘ = A, i.e., x E A’, which is a contradiction. Hence the 
intersection of the null spaces off’ in gr’ is A’. 
Let di = infr&/ X(&) - Y/ID}, i > 1. Then di 3 0. Without loss of 
generality, one can assume that for some i, di > 0, otherwise the problem is 
trivial. Since 1 <p < co, LP(Q, z, P) is uniformly convex, and A’ is a 
closed linear submanifold, therefore there is a unique element Y, E A’ such 
that di = 1) X(&) - Yi lj9, for every i 3 1 [2, II. 4.291. 
Now consider the subset V of Lp(sZ, 2, P) defined by 
V- = {h : II h lie < IIg + h Ilz, gE-,@l, 
i.e., V contains elements h of LP(sZ, C, P) that are minimal relative to A. 
Note that ?lr is not necessarily linear but is closed [6]. NOW by [6, p. 801, 
every element of LP(sZ, ,J?, P) can be written as f = g + h, where g E A, 
h E V. Since 1) h jjp = jif - g IjD , g is nearest to fin A. Thus let A’(@,) = 
Yi + Zi , where Yi E A?, Zi E ‘V, i > 1 be such decompositions. 
Since L*(.Q, ,E, P) is separable, there exists a countable dense subset & 
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d n A! is necessarily dense in A?. Let a = {X($), Zi, i 3 11, +? = G? - 8, 
and B = V u 8. Then d is still countable, dense in L*(Q, & P), and in fact 
is total for (L*(s), J?, P))‘. 
Let Z = 9’(g) denote the linear span of 8, A4 = A? n Z, and 
L = 9(9’ u sl’), then it is claimed that M, 2, and L satisfy the hypothesis 
of Lemma 2.3. For, 
(a) (Z, L) is clearly a duality. For it is a pairing with the induced 
bilinear functional from (Lp(Q, ,E, P), (Lp(sZ, E, P))‘). The induced bilinear 
functional satisfies the separation axioms, since both Z and L are total in 
(LP(Q, z, P)) and L*(8,2, P)’ respectively. 
(b) It is clear that both Z and L are K,-dimensional. 
(c) M is u(Z, L)-closed, for let 
K = {F' : F' E L, F'(x) = 0, for every x E A!}. (1) 
Then K is a proper linear submanifold of L. This is seen as follows: Clearly 
K # %, since KZ gl’, and K f L, for if K = L, then A? = {0}, since L is 
total for L*(Q, ,JY, P). Hence a contradiction. The linearity of K is trivial, 
thus K is a proper submanifold of the linear manifold L. Now it will be shown 
that M = K". Since it follows from (1) and definitions of K" that M C K”, 
only the opposite inclusion has to be shown. However, it is clear from (1) 
that the null space of each F' E K contains A‘ and that K> Y1’, therefore the 
intersection of null spaces of F’ E K equals .A’, since the intersection of null 
spaces of F' E gl’ equals A’. Hence if z E K", then by definition z E Z, and 
F’(z) = 0, for every F’ E K. But the latter implies that z E A!. Thus 
z E Z n JY = M, i.e., K" C M. Thus A4 = K" as desired. Now by Lemma 2.1 
(c), A4 is u(Z, L)-closed. 
From (a), (b), and (c), thus indeed A4, Z, and L satisfy the hypothesis of 
Lemma 2.3. Hence there exists a second o(Z, L)-closed linear submanifold N 
of Z such that 
(i) N = Noo, 
(ii) A4 @ N = Z, 
(iii) MO @ No = L. 
Now let Jlr be the closure of N in L*(Q, Z: P), then d = A? @ JV is 
dense in L*(Q, zl, P), where (A@, JV) is a pair of quasi-complements, in the 
sense of Murray [6]. For since A! 2 M, JV 2 N, and Z is dense in Lp(sZ, if, P), 
so d(= A? @ X 2 M @ N = Z) is dense in LP@, z, P). Moreover, 
A? n JV = (01, since J@ = a, hence every element in MO vanishes 
throughout A. Similarly, JV = R, and N = iP by (i) implies that every 
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element in No vanishes throughout JV. Hence from (iii) and the fact that L is 
total, it follows that ~5’ n JV = (0). 
Observe the additional fact that d 2 8. 
Thus by [6, Lemma lob], there exists a closed projection PST : d --t A! 
such that if h E A, and h = f + g, where f E A?, g E JV is the unique decom- 
position of h relative to A’ and A’- as the sum of an element from A! and one 
from A’-, then one has 
In particular, since X(+J E A, and A’(@) = Yi + Zi , where Yj E A’, Zj E M, 
for i > 1, one has 
Pp,x(qi) = Yi . 
In other words, PST is the prediction operator for the problem. 
To prove the second half of this theorem, one proceeds as follows: 
Denote Jfr’ = No. Thus JV’ is a subspace of (L”(Q, 2, P))‘. Let 
V’ = {h’ : II h’ (Ip. d j/ h’ + g’ /IQ, for every g’ E JV’}, 
i.e., lcr’ is the set of elements of (Lp(Q, ,X, P))’ minimal relative to Jlr’. Now 
for every f’ E (L*(Q, Z, P))‘, f' = g' + h’, where g’ E X, h’ E V’ is the 
unique decomposition [6]. Now this decomposition holds in particular for 
every fir E 97 C L, i.e., fi' = gi' + hi’, g,’ E .N’, hi’ E V’, i > 1. 
Now denote A’ = MO, then A’( = d’ @ JV’ 2 M’J @ NO 2 L). Since L is 
dense in (L*(Q, zl, P))‘, so A’ is also dense in (Lp(Q, z, P))‘. Moreover, by a 
similar argument, one can show that .A!’ n JV’ = {0}, i.e., (&‘, X’) is a pair 
of quasi-complements. Note however that hi’ need not belong to MO, but do 
belong to .A!‘. 
One also has the additional fact that A’ 2 ‘22’. 
Thus by [6, Lemma lob], there exists a closed projection PO, : A’ + JV’, 
such that if f’ E A’, and f' = g’ + h’, where g’ E JV’, h’ E A’ is the unique 
decomposition off' as an element from JV’ and one from JI’, then one has 
fi’ = gj’ + hi’, gi’ E JV’, hi’ E d’, for i > 1, 
and, moreover, 
However, from the definition of A4, and the fact that L is dense in Lp(Q, Z, P), 
M in A, one has that A!’ is simply the annihilator of A, and JV’ that of A’-. 
Thus by [6, Lemma 111, pBr is also the proper adjoint of PST . This concludes 
the proof of Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 2.3. The (linear operator) PBT need not be defined for all X(v), 
since A, the domain of POT , is only dense m LP(G, Z, P). 
Remark 2.4. In general, PST is not a linear predictor, i.e., if X(&), X(+,), 
and aX(+,) + /3X(+,) E A, for some scalars 01, fi, then 
need not be the best predictor for ax(&) + /3X($,). (In fact, if p # 2, then 
PST is not linear as shown in [S] for the ordinary process.) 
Remark 2.5. Theorem 2.1 can be generalized to the case where the range 
space of X(-) is any separable reflexive rotund Banach space. 
3. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM 
In this section, the existence of a weak generalized random process, 
y : WY) - w& BT , p> such that Y(+Q = Yi for i >, 1, where Y, are the 
best predictors of X(+), and 9(Y) is dense in (D), will be proved via the first 
half of Theorem 2.1; the second half of the theorem will not be needed. 
Theorem 2.1 shows that PBTX(@ is the best nonlinear predictor for X(@J 
for i > 1. In this section, this will be taken for granted, and held fixed 
throughout the discussion. 
Consider the following diagram: 
CD) 2 LP(Q, z, P) 3 A 3 LP(Q, pr ) P) 
, 
x’ CD)’ - (LqQ, .z, P))’ PBr A’ c (LP(Q, &, P))‘, 
where P& is the adjoint of PBr , a closed linear transformation [lo, 
Theorem 7.1, p. 155; Corollary, p. 156; Theorem 3.1, p.1301 with domain 
A = {Y’ E WPG BT 3 PI)’ : x -+ (PDT(x), y’) is continuous on A) 
dense in (LP(f2, /?= , P))‘, and satisfying the relation 
<x9 P&W)> = <PST(X), Y’>, for every y’ E A’, x E A, 
and X’ is the adjoint of X, a continuous linear transformation [lo, Theorem 
7.4, p. 1581 defined by 
<p, -Kf> = Wd,f), for every.f’E (WQ z, P>)‘, y E CD). 
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Consider now the operator, 
Y’= x’@P;T:A’+(D)‘. 
Since PL, is a closed linear transformation and X’ is a continuous linear 
transformation, Y’ is also a closed linear transformation with domain A’ 
dense in (‘L”(L), pT, P))‘, and range in (D)‘. 
Since (D) and Lp(sZ, /IT, P) are reflexive, and moreover the closure of a 
convex subset CC (0) is the same for all l.c. topologies on (D) consistent 
with the duality ((D), (II)‘> [ 10, Theorem 3.1, p. 1301, one can conclude 
from [lo, Corollary, p. 1561 that 
Y: 22(Y) c (D) + L”(J-2, &- ) P), 
the adjoint of Y’, exists and is a closed linear transformation with domain 
acY)={cpE(D):y’+( r+ Y’y’i is continuous on A’> 
dense in (D) and range in Lp(sZ, /3,, P) such that 
(Y(F), y’) = (97, rly’\, for every F E L%+(Y), and y’ E d ‘. (2) 
It is clear that g(Y) 1 {~i~~~I. For, for every $i E {$i}F=1, the linear 
functional 
is certainly continuous on A’, since X(&) E A, for every i > 1. Hereafter, Y 
will be termed a weak generalized random process. 
Remark 3.1. In general, Y is not unique since POT is not unique [6, 
Theorem, p. 931. 
Remark 3.2. In (2), it is tempting to say that 
<Y(v), Y’> = <% x’P&Y’) = <&,Jw~ Y’>- 
However, it is not a priori obvious that the range of X is contained in the 
domain A of PBr . 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X, /IT , Lp(J?, Z, P), etc., be as defined in Theorem 2.1. Let 
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Y : B(Y) --t LP(Q, /IT , P) be defined by Eq. (2). Then Y (a closed linear 
transformation) satisfies 
Y(C) = 43,JwA 
for every @i E {+i}T=l . 
Proof. The conclusion of the lemma follows from the fact that for every 
y’ E A’, 
< Y(Bi), Y’) = ($5 9 x’P;,Y’> 
Q.E.D. 
This establishes the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X : (D) -+ LP(Q, Z, P) be a generalized random 
process, {gi}zl C (D) b e such that u(+i) Q T. Then there exists a weak gene- 
ralized random process, Y : 9(Y) -+ LP(s2, pT , P) such that 9(Y) is dense in 
CD) and Y(C) (= P,$(~J) g ives the best nonlinear predictor for X($5& for 
i > 1. 
The existence problem of the prediction theory proposed in introduction is 
thus solved. In the next section, an approximation theorem for Y will be given. 
4. AN APPROXIMATION THEOREM 
Let {/3n}~~1 be the sequence of increasing sub u-fields as defined in Section 1 
such that /& T & [cf. Lemma 1.21, and Y, , Y be the corresponding weak 
g.r.p.‘s as given by 
(Y?dvJ), Y’> = (T-3 XPiGnY’>, for every y’ E A,‘, y E 9( Y,), 
where A,’ is the domain of Pi , and 9( Y,) is the domain of Y, dense in (0). 
Note that, since A, 3 {X(qi)>“=l , hence 9( Y,) 1 {+J~}~=~ , for every n > 1. 
So for every +( E {c&}~=~ Theorem 3.1 implies that Y,(c&) = Ps,X($$) a.e. for 
every n >, 1. Hence it follows from Lemma 1.3, Lemma 1.4, and the ordinary 
theory [8] that Y,($+) --f Y(+i) in L%orm and also Y,(+J -+ Y($) a.e. for 
every C& E {@,i}& . Thus one has proved 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X : (D) --f Lp(Q, Z, P) be a generalized random process, 
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and Y, , Y be the weak g.r.p.‘s as given by (2), corresponding to pn , ,& where 
Pn t fiT . Then for ecery Fi E (@i).T=l , Y,(qj) + Y(c&) in Lp-norm, and also 
Y,(+.) --+ Y($) a.e. 
5. THE SPECIAL CASE OF p = 2 
In the case when p = 2, L”(L?, L’, P) is a Hilbert space. Thus if 
A? = L’(Q, ST, P) and X(+J E L*(sZ, Z, P), di = inf{/l X(+i) - Y 114 : YE A}, 
then again there exists Yio E A such that di is attained. In fact, Yio is obtained 
by taking it to be the orthogonal projection, rrBr, of X(+J onto A@. 7~~~ is 
independent of &, since it only depends on A!. If 
9- = (h : 11 h /I2 < I/g + h II:! , g E A’}, 
then one can show that %- = A’. In fact, this is just the content of the 
projection theorem in Hilbert Space, and then the quasi-complements reduce 
to orthogonal complements. 
Thus for every f E L2(Q, Z, P), f = g + h, where g E A, h E AL and 
P+f = g, and POT coincides with the orthogonal projection which is indepen- 
dent of q~ E (D). Thus as a consequence of Theorem 3.1, Y is a g.r.p. such 
that for every v E (D), Y(y) = rQC(v) is the best nonlinear predictor 
relative to A of X(p). In this case, the g.r.p., Y, is the best nonlinear predictor 
for the problem and the prediction operator Paz = r,+ is actually linear. 
One should observe that when the g.r.p. X is real Gaussian with zero mean 
functional, then the linear least-square predictor coincides with the nonlinear 
predictor as in the scalar case [I, p. 5611. 
Remark 5.1. If {~n}~Z1 is an increasing sequence of sub o-fields of .Z such 
that Ig,, t PT. , then it is obvious from the above discussion that Y, + Yin the 
topology of simple convergence, i.e., Yn(~) -+ Y(p) in L2-norm for every 
p E (D), and also Y,(v) -P Y(v) a.e.. This result can also be deduced from 
the generalized martingale convergence theorem (which will be published 
shortly). 
Remark 5.2. The results proved here can easily be generalized to multi- 
dimensional generalized random fields. 
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